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AESCHYLUS AND THE UNITY OF OPPOSITES* 

Abstract: The idea of the 'unity of opposites' allows one to see important connections between phenomena normally 
treated separately: verbal style, ritual, tragic action and cosmology. The stylistic figure of Satzparallelismus in lamen- 
tation and mystic ritual expresses the unity of opposites (particularly of life and death) as oxymora. Both rituals were 
factors in the genesis of tragedy, and continued to influence the style and action of mature tragedy. The author 
advances new readings of various passages of the Oresteia, which is seen to advocate the replacement of a 
Herakleitean model of the unity of opposites with a Pythagorean model of their reconciliation. 

THIS is an essay in the interconnectedness of phenomena generally considered separately: verbal 

style, ritual, tragic action and cosmology. Their interconnectedness will emerge from the idea of 
the unity of opposites in each of them. I begin with the use of the stylistic figure I call antithetical 

Satzparallelismus in the ritual lament (? 1), and in mystic ritual - in which it passes into expression 
(as oxymoron) of the unity of opposites, notably of life and death. Both these rituals, I have 

argued elsewhere, were factors in the genesis of Athenian tragedy,l and I argue here that their 

synthesized influence is felt both in tragic verbal style and in the form of tragic action (?2). The 

synthesis is deployed in Aeschylus' Oresteia to express, in lamentation, the cycle of revenge as 
a unity of opposites (?3). Various puzzling passages of the Oresteia can only be understood as 

expressing the need to differentiate the unity of opposites if escape from the cycle is to be 
achieved (?4). This escape comes, in the Eumenides, only after the emphatic differentiation of 
chthonic and Olympian deities, and the replacement of a Herakleitean model of the unity of 

opposites by a Pythagorean model of their reconciliation (?5). 

1. LAMENTATION 

I start with an example of the stylistic figure that I will call, after Norden,2 Satzparallelismus. I 
define it, rather more narrowly than Norden, as the juxtaposition of sentences (which may be as 
short as a single word) that are distinct in content but resemble each other inform,3 usually with- 
out connecting words and at most with pLev ... 6E.4 Its effect is a solemn staccato. The sentences 
generally describe (or prescribe) actions, and are often constituted by their content as an anti- 
thetical pair The phenomenon is especially frequent in, although certainly not confined to,5 two 
forms of ritual utterance - the lament,6 and formulae used in mystic ritual (?2); and it is in part 
through the influence of these rituals that this verbal form (and others closely related to it) occur 

* My thanks go to the anonymous referees for 
improvement of this article, as well as to my student 
Anthi Sambani for conversation on the topic. 

I Seaford (1994a). 
2 Norden (1915) 15-29, 50-2, 813-24, 831-2; (1923) 

254-63, 355-64. 
3 This formal resemblance later attracted the techni- 

cal terms appicooots (resemblance of length) and 
ncapovogaotia, Rapogoiooox (assonance). 

4 And so excluded are expressions linked by aiiXoTe 
... aXore ... or KaX ... Kai ... or oize ... oite ... vel sim. 

5 For instance it occurs (albeit only occasionally) in 
gnomic expressions (e.g. Theogn. 831; Diog. Laert. 

1.98.1; Stob. 3.1.172.100). The presence of similar fig- 
ures in the funerary enkomion of Gorgias (B6) probably 
derives (given also the shared topoi of enkomion and 
lament) from the lament: Thomson (1953); Fehling 
(1969) 109 (poetry as the ultimate source of many of G.'s 
figures); cf: also their presence in Gorgias' enkomion of 
Helen (B 1), and antithetical Satzparallelismus in 
Agathon's enkomion of Eros at PI. Symp. 197 and later in 
the Asiatic style of oratory. 

6 Alexiou (1974) 150-60; Thomson (1953) 82-3, 
including related genres such as Simonides' enkomion of 
the Spartan dead (PMG 531): ... E?KXC?i1; Cv &a TQa, 
Kac;b& 6' 6b 71tCxOl, PCogb 6' 6 Td(poS, KTX. 
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frequently in tragedy.7 I begin with instances of antithetical Satzparallelismus in the lament in 
Aeschylus.8 

(1) SEptr|q; g?v ayayEv, xCoToi. 
EpTrl; 

' 
6 aCtn eoev, ToToi. (Aesch. Pers. 550-1) 

Xerxes led, alas. 
Xerxes destroyed, alas. 

(2) - xat0eii; i?caoaS 
- 8opi 8 i?Kcave 
- L?eXe?0ox6ov 
- xpoKetoat 
- t;o yoo; 

-struck, you struck 
- with a spear you killed 
- having done wretchedly 
- you are laid out 
- let wailing flow 

- 8i 6' E0ave; KaraKtavxv 
- opi 6' 0Oave; 
- CteXeoira&cxi; 
- cKaT?KTa 
- iTo 86aKpua. 

- you died killing 
- with a spear you died 
- having suffered wretchedly 
- you killed 
- let tears flow. 

In this lament for the dead brothers in Aeschylus' Septem (961-5) each of the first four lines com- 
bines Satzparallelismus with antithesis between killing and being killed in return. In the first 
line the antithesis is contained within each of the symmetrical limbs. 

Another example is from the great Aeschylean lament for Agamemnon: 

(3) ToToiTat 68' bo OVralYKov, 

&va(paiv?at 6' o6 aX6rcov. (Cho. 327-8) 

There is bewailed the dead man, 
There appears the avenger. 

Here the antithesis expresses the movement within the lament from the passivity of being killed 
to the activity of revenge. Similarly (but in reverse order, for the revenge has been taken) 
Klytaimestra, as she stands over the corpse of Agamemnon, remembers the 'much-wept' 
Iphigeneia, and calls Agamemnon 

(4) a,ta9 8paoa(a, acta xna'oXov. (Aesch. Ag. 1527) 

having done what was deserved, suffering what is deserved.10 

7 Fehling (1969) in his study of the whole phenome- 
non of verbal repetition in early Greek literature pays 
special attention neither to the phenomenon I have 
defined nor to ritual nor to tragedy, but he does note that 

lyric and elegiac (except for the gnomic Theognis) have 
few Wiederholungsfiguren, and that 'die Trag6dienlyrik 
des Aschylus weicht von der iibrigen Lyrik erheblich ab, 
wie iiberhaupt die Trag6die innerhalb der alteren 
Literatur in bezug auf Wiederholungsfiguren die auffall- 
endsten eigenstindigen Entwicklungen hat' (101). 

8 Other instances in tragedy are Aesch. Pers. 550-1, 
Cho. 436-7,461; Soph. El. 193-4, 197, Trach. 950-1; Eur. 

Supp. 778, 829-30, Hipp. 836. Cf. Soph. Aj. 394-5; Eur. 
Hel. 198-9, Phoen. 1291-2. 

9 Page retains cilv noX)KcXaOTvnv r' 'Ipiyevetav 
avaita 6pa6oas. And both he and Fraenkel object to the 
sense of Hermann's aicta bp6daaO governing Iphigeneia. 
But a`ta ?p6aoaS removes the anomalous word division in 
the anapaestic dimeter ('I(ptyEvctav is surely an intrusive 

gloss) and restores sense. Klytaimestra's next utterance 
refers to Iphigeneia lovingly greeting her father in the next 
world, 1555-9: the chilling sarcasm is introduced by &atca 
8paoas, `iuta a6oXtov: 'he gave his daughter what she 
deserved - did he not? - and now accordingly he has what 
he deserves'. And cf. Eum. 868 (quoted n.94 below). 

10 Though very close, this is not strictly an instance of 
antithetical Satzparallelismus as I have defined it, 
because it is not two sentences. 
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A little later in the same passage, with the body of Agamemnon still on display, the chorus sing: 

(5) ov?6t8o; iK?t ' 68' a&v'' ovci68o;, 
86)oCXLaxa 6' eT1 Kpivat 
(pCpet (pepovT', ?KTIVet 8' b Kcaivov 
Li{Lve1it li iJgvovTo; ev Op6vtoI Atb; 

nca0eiv Tbv pxavtra- 9c Oaiov yap. (1560-4) 

this insult has come in return for insult, 
and they are hard to separate/judge; 
he despoils the spoiler, and the killer pays; 
it remains, while Zeus remains on the throne, 
that the doer suffers: for so it is established. 

In the third line of this passage, as in the first line of (2), there is antithesis within each limb of 
the Satzparallelismus. In fact (pEpEi qpepovt' embodies even within itself something akin to anti- 
thetical Satzparallelismus: different inflections of the same word, referring to symmetrical but 

opposed deeds, are juxtaposed, giving the effect of antithetical Satzparallelismus collapsed into 
something akin to the oxymoron. l 

What we see in these passages is that a stylistic figure, antithetical Satzparallelismus, express- 
es an antithetical movement at the heart of ritual, from the passivity of being killed to the activ- 

ity of revenge. We are reminded that, among the Greeks and others, the lament is frequently a 
means of creating the emotions necessary for revenge.12 Moreover, the two phases of this move- 
ment correspond to the action of the first two plays of the Oresteian trilogy. In the first play 
Agamemnon is killed; in the second his anger is enlisted, in the great lament, to support the act 
of revenge. The movement is also raised, in (5), to the level of an established universal princi- 
ple guaranteed by Zeus. Antithetical Satzparallelismus may, as in Gorgias, become a mere 
rhetorical device, but in Aeschylus it expresses a fundamental reality. 

2. MYSTIC INITIATION 

Although not confined to ritual, Satzparallelismus seems to have been especially common in var- 
ious kinds of ritual utterance. A notable example, besides the lament, is mystic initiation.'3 
Although not many of the formulae uttered in mystic initiations survive, a strikingly high pro- 
portion of them exhibit Satzparallelismus. 14 

From Eleusinian initiation we have: 

(6) ?K TZUgtarvoU (cpayov, Er Kt)J3(XXO) intov, ?KE Kppavoop6p , KXpvbppa, Db TOV actov DX Uv. 

(Clem. Protr. 2.14) 

From the tympanon I ate, from the cymbal I drank, I carried the kernos, under the bed-curtain I 
slipped. 

(7) Uie Ki? (Procl. In Tim. 293c; Hipp. Ref 5.7) 

Rain! Conceive! 

i Rather different, though perhaps influencing 77-83; Norden (n.2 above). 
Aeschylus, is I/. 18.309, the war god as killing the killer 14 As do passages influenced by mystic initiation in 
(KTcavovTa KaieKTa). both style and content, such as I Corinthians 13. The 

12 Seaford (1994a) ch.3. Eleusinian and Attis formulae are gathered and discussed 
13 For other kinds, see esp. the interrelated genres of by Thomson (1953). 

funeral oration, enkomion and hymn: Thomson (1953) 
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From the mysteries of Attis we have: 

(8) ?K tv-a6vo) 13~pcoxKa, ?K Kip60a0XoV nE1ntcOKa, y7yova RLDosrq "Atx?mo;. (Firm. Mat. Err. 18) 

From the tympanon I ate, from the cymbal I drank, I have become an initate of Attis. 

(9) ?(pyov KCaKOV, ?epov &CgLeVOV. (Dem. 18.259) 

I fled from the bad, I found the better. 

And from the formulae of (Dionysiac) mystic initiation inscribed on the funerary gold leaves15 
we have: 

(10) vvv o0ave?; Kial vVv Ey?vo, ... 
Tabpo; Ei yadXa E0op?;- 
alWa ?iS y(7a)c)a 0ope-; 
KplO; Ei; ycaa Ei?Ge(;). 

Now you died and now you came into being/were born... 
a bull to the milk you rushed; 
quickly to the milk you rushed; 
a ram to the milk you fell. 

(11) KI6KXo(V) 6' ??xCTav pap'vn0Ev0?o; &opyaX0oto- 
i.?pTO(<) 6' ?s?4patv oxe?rpvo(<) V ooi KcapnaXltlRotll. 
86e{ a}Ioiva; 6' bi)7 KIO6XOV ?i)6V XOoviaO; paatlia;. 

I flew out of the miserable circle of much grief. 
I reached the lovely crown with swift feet. 
I slipped under the lap of the royal mistress of the underworld. 

All these formulae express the movement of the mystic initiand through initiation. All except 
perhaps (6) and (8) combine Satzparallelismus with antithesis, and in (9), (10) and (11) the 
antithesis expresses the passage through suffering or death to the eternal blessedness that we 
know from other texts to be the outcome of mystic initiation. Again, Pindar refers to the mystic 
transition with antithetical Satzparallelismus: 

(12) O6Xto; oxt; i6)v K?cV' E?1' ')7b X6v'. 
016? ?tV P3ioZ) TeX?)vxV, 
ol68v 68 686oo6oov &pXav. (fr. 137 Snell) 

Blessed is he who having seen those things will go beneath the earth. 
He knows the ending of life, 
He knows the god-given beginning. 

One of the earliest pieces of evidence for Dionysiac mystic initiation is the report by 
Herodotos (4.79) that the Scythian king Skyles was initiated in the Greek colony of Olbia. From 

the same city have survived numerous polished bone plates, of which a group of three (first pub- 
lished in 1978), dated to the fifth century BC, are inscribed with the following words. 

15 Text in Riedweg (1998). 
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(13) Pio; O6avaro;q Pio 

death life death 

&a^xr0ea Ai6(vioo;) 'OpqpnK[oi 

truth Dio(nysos) Orphic(s?) 

(14) eipifvn iC n6X?Eto; &Xa0euxa vei8o ; A6v(oao;) 

peace war 

(15) At6(vuoog) 

Dio(nysos) 

truth falsehood 

&aXrLe?ta 

truth 

The 'truth' may be the truth revealed in Dionysiac or Orphic initiation. Does 'life death life' 
refer, like our other mystic formulae, to transition through death to eternal blessedness? Or does 
it, like the identity of opposites apparently being affirmed in (14), refer to the unity of life and 
death? There is a striking resemblance between these inscriptions and several fragments of 
Herakleitos, notably: 

(16) aOdvaTot OvrTloi, OviroTi ta9avazot, iCOVTe; TOV EKEiVWV OXavaXov, TOV 86 ?K?EiVOV Piov 
T,c0vE&cr;. (22 B62 DK) 

immortals mortals, mortals immortals, living the death of those, and dying the life of those. 

(17) 6 Oe6; itEp Epi ?1xppO6vn , x?toV 09Epo;v, ?r6oo; eipjvn, KOpo;q ktoiq ... (B67)16 

God is day night, winter summer, war peace, satiety hunger ... 

This unity of opposites is explained as follows: 

(18) ovi tuvt&acv OK0o; itacpepo6Fevov oTwuCGot ooXoy0Eet- iakivTpo;io; aputovia icoKoixep To,40 Kai 
?lpn5r;. (B51) 

They do not understand how in being at variance it agrees with itself; backward-stretching harmo- 
nia as of bow and lyre. 

The considerable influence of mystery cult on Herakleitos in various respectsl7 makes it likely 
that here too the influence is from mystery cult rather than vice versa. Now for Herakleitos 
opposites are also subject to transformation into each other: 

(19) Tx WvUXpa Op?TarIXt, 0epgUv VXErXat, Vypbv aCaXiveta, Kap(pa?eov voi{Tait 1. (B126) 

Cold things are warmed, warm is cooled, wet is dried, dry is made wet. 

16 This may be a radical development of the use of 
antithetical Satzparallelismus to express the power of 
deity in transforming human fortunes into their opposite: 
Hes. Op. 1-10; cf. P1. Symp. 197d; Hom. I/. 20.242-3: 
Hubbard on Hor. Carm. 1.34.12. 

17 The older arguments to this effect by Pfleiderer, 
Nestle, Macchioro, Cornford, Thomson and Guthrie were 
spectacularly confirmed by the discovery of the Olbian 
bone inscriptions and the Derveni papyrus: West (1983); 
Seaford (1986); Laks and Most (1997) 18-19, 133, 135. 
See now also Schefer (2000). 

Dion(ysos) 

(?) soul 
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The cycle of cosmological transformation involves the soul:18 

(20) nuXitsitv Oavaro; i68o)p yeveaOal, i68azi 6 OavaTo;S yEv yeVOaXl ?K hyfi; 68 i)6op yivrtai, t 
i8oaTros 6? WuXi. (B36)19 

For souls it is death to become water, for water it is death to become earth: and from earth water 
comes into being, and from water soul. 

This illuminates (13): Pios OavaTto PtioS may refer both to the transition through death back to 
life and to the unity of life and death that is implied by this transition. The idea that death is also 
birth, expressed in the mystic formula (10), implies the unity of death and life expressed in (13) 
and (16). Reduced - as in (5) - to its bare minimum, antithetical Satzparallelismus becomes 

oxymoron. (Throughout this paper I mean by oxymoron the juxtaposition, or near-juxtaposition, 
of two words antithetical in sense.)20 And the oxymoron expresses the idea, associated with mys- 
tery cult, that we have an immortal soul contained or imprisoned in a mortal body, so that for our 
immortal soul life is a kind of death and death a return to immortal life. In mystic ritual this may 
involve the experience of a kind of death while still alive.21 

This experience of death in mystic ritual is, along with numerous other features of mystic rit- 
ual, projected in the experiences of Pentheus in Euripides' Bacchae.22 He experiences a kind of 
death while alive, first within the house23 and then as wearing 'the adornment that he will take 
to Hades' (857). The costume referred to is also female. Indeed, it is striking that Pentheus 
seems to unite in himself, just before death, the basic oppositions of living and dead, adult and 
infant (968-9), male and female, human and animal (990, 1107-8). All these basic oppositions, 
each one crucial to identity, are likely - to judge from the surviving evidence - to have been unit- 
ed in the liminal phase of mystic initiation: the initiand becomes like a dead person, an infant,24 
of the opposite sex, a sacrificed animal.25 The mystic unity of opposites contributes to the struc- 
ture of tragic action. 

In Aeschylus Agamemnon, just before his death, undergoes something similar: he is bathed 
and wrapped in a cloth by his wife as if already dead.26 And he allows himself to be treated like 
a 'woman' (918), a 'barbarian' (919), a 'god' (925), and is 'sacrificed' as if an animal.27 I do not 
claim that this is designed to reflect mystic initiation. It is though a characteristically tragic rep- 
resentation, which may owe something to the influence that - I have argued elsewhere28 - mys- 
tery cult had on the genesis of tragedy. It is as alien as is mystery cult to the spirit of Homer. 

More specifically, tragedy contains tragic oxymora uniting life and death,29 for instance: 

(21) (a) tov tCovTa Kacivtv ToD; TerOvrlKOTao; ywco. (Aesch. Cho. 886) 

I say that the dead are killing the living. 

18 For the importance of cosmology for the fate of the 25 Seaford (1996) 43, 222. 
soul in mystic doctrine, see Seaford (1986); Most (1997). 26 Seaford (1984). 

19 Also B77; Seaford (1986) 14-20. 27 Ag. 1118, 1278, 1433, 1504; Seaford (1994a) 369-70. 
20 For a discussion of the oxymoron (more broadly 28 Seaford (1994a). 

defined) in early Greek literature, see Fehling (1969) 29 By far the closest expression in Homer is II. 6.500: 
286-92. ai ltV Ert cobv 'y6ov "ExoKOpa 0nt ev OIK(ot, which, sig- 

21 Passage (10); Plut.fr. 178; P1. Phaedo 108a; Ps.-PI. nificantly, is from a passage that - it has been argued on 
Axioch. 371de; Ar. Frogs 154-8, 313-459; Clouds 257; various grounds - is a late passage of Athenian inspira- 
Seaford (1994a) 282. tion, with other affinities with tragedy: Lorimer (1950) 

22 Seaford (1996) 42. 442-7; Shipp (1972) 254-8; Bethe (1922) 314-16; Sale 
23 Bacch. 616-37; Seaford (1996) 201. (1987); Seaford (1994a) 330-8 (and cf 166-72). 
24 E.g. Kingsley (1995) 267; Fridh-Haneson (1987). 
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(b) CovTa i' R KTevev O0avcov. (Soph. Trach. 1163)30 

Dead he killed me living. 

(c) i'W til pa (PDi)O ?p KXo a 8taqp9?pTi. (Soph. OT438) 

This day will give you birth and destroy you. 

(d) Lu&It oe Tit8' 66t1 OavovTa Te / Kai ovra. (Soph. El. 1314-15) 

You on this one journey dead and alive. 

(e) ?(RuXov fiyouo:galt vE?Kpv. (Soph. Ant. 1167) 

I consider (him) a living corpse. 

Homer and Hesiod contain far fewer, and weaker,31 oxymora than tragedy does.32 It is no coin- 
cidence that the most striking oxymoron in all of Homer and Hesiod refers to Semele giving birth 
to Dionysos: 

(22) &aOvazov Ovryi. (Hes. Theog. 942) 

a mortal to an immortal, 

- a myth closely associated with death and rebirth in mystic initiation.33 
Dionysos predicts that Pentheus will return from the mountainside 'carried ... in the arms of 

your mother' (Eur. Bacch. 969). This suggests a baby carried by his mother, but actually Agaue 
will return carrying the severed head of her son. United here is the most intimate of all rela- 
tionships (between mother and baby) with the most savagely hostile (the hunter with her victim's 
head). Similarly, the hostility between Orestes and his mother is expressed in his identification 
with the snake of her dream, which sucked at her breast: 

(23) (a) OTax' ?v yaXaKTIa Op6p3ov aiYaTo; oa(aicxt. (Aesch. Cho. 533) 

so as to draw a clot of blood in the milk. 

(b) Op6olpoIt ' ?tei?Ev ai(xaTOo; (piXov y63aa. (Aesch. Cho. 546) 

and mixed the dear milk with a clot of blood. 

This may be described as an oxymoronic trimeter, i.e. a trimeter wholly devoted to expressing a 
unity of opposites. This is not uncommon in tragedy: other examples are (21 a) and (21 c). 

The extreme isolation of the tragic individual (e.g. Pentheus, Agamemnon, Orestes), which 
may perhaps derive in part from the isolation of the initiand in mystic ritual,34 is expressed in the 

30 'Living' is there only for the sake of the oxymoron, 4.43 (sim. 7.797), 104; 6.484, 500; 9.378; 11.654 (sim. 
just as atAjax 1385, Ant. 871. 13.775; Od. 20.135); 16.176; 21.483-4; 22.9; 23.116; Od. 

31 Of the oxymoron I distinguish between two forms: 1.242; 5.155; 8.329; 13.80 (?); 15.488-9; 17.466 (cf 
a strong form, which expresses the identity of opposites, 20.307; 4.346; 17.476); 18.73 (?), 404; 23.97. In Hesiod 
and a weak form, which merely draws attention to an I am aware of Theog. 585, 609, 942; Op. 58, 179, 318. 
opposition. 33 Seaford (1996) 196-7. 

32 I am aware of the following in Homer: I/. 1.299; 34 Seaford (1994a) ch.8. 
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unity of the opposites of (piXoS and EXOpoS, frequently embodied in oxymora such as the fol- 
lowing.35 

(24) (a) (pikov yap ?XOpa ... (Aesch. Sept. 695) 

the hostile (curse of my) dear (father). 

(b) a&npcooq opo;. (Aesch. Cho. 600) 

(sexual) love (that is) no love. 

(c) ,ITip agqxrcop. (Soph. El. 1154) 

mother (who is) no mother. 

(d) (pi[aX T? Kco piXkat. (Eur. El. 1230) 

dear and not dear. 

(e) yaigov ayajiov. (Eur. Hel. 690) 

marriage (that is) no marriage. 

What I suggest is that the unity of opposites - of life and death, of (piXko and ?xop6; - is mani- 
fest both in the verbal style of tragedy and in its representation of action. It is manifest also, we 
have seen, in mystic ritual, and in the cosmology of Herakleitos. It is also manifest in tragic cos- 

mology. For instance the Sophoclean Ajax, just before dying, states that he has been 'feminised 
in speech', and then uses oxymora36 to express the insight that in the cosmos the opposites alter- 
nate - summer and winter, night and day, and so on - and that accordingly he will act on the 

assumption that an e?xpO6 will become (pikoS and vice versa. I have argued elsewhere that the 

passage also evokes mystery cult,37 and so embodies the unity of opposites in all our four areas 
of verbal style, ritual, action and cosmology.38 

3. MYSTERY CULT, LAMENTATION, TRAGEDY 

I have argued elsewhere that important elements in the genesis of tragedy were mystery cult and 
hero-cult. These two cultic forms were able to combine because of what they had in common, 
in particular lamentation (for Dionysos or the hero).39 Lamentation, like mystery cult, unites 
death with life, both in the death-like state of the mourners40 and in the life accorded to the 
mourned - as when Orestes says to his dead father (Aesch. Cho. 504) 'you are not dead even 

though you died (oi tz0vriKaic; o)65 inep OavcOv)'. Here I expand the argument to include the 

style of ritual utterance: mystery cult and lamentation also had in common, as we have seen, anti- 
thetical Satzparallelismus. 

The antithesis expressed in ritual Satzparallelismus may be sequential or simultaneous. In 
the mystic formulae it is in (6) and (8) sequential, although in these it is barely an antithesis. In 

35 Cf also e.g. Soph. OT416, 1214, 1256. 38 For another example of the effect of mystic cos- 
36 Soph. Aj. 647: p?ie T' a6inka Kai (pav?vXa KpDi'uTE- mology on tragic action, see Seaford (1986). 

Tat, 665: ?X"p&v a6(opa W&pa, 676: XVet x6n4oaS. 39 Seaford (1994a) 319, 322-7, 398; note esp. Hdt. 
37 E.g. the oxymoron at 692: ... 8auroxvi, Saeco01vov; 5.67. 

see further Seaford (1994b). 40 Arist.fr. 101 Rose; Seaford (1994a) 86. 
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other mystic formulae - (7), (9), (10), (11), (12) it is unclear whetheear it is sequential or simul- 
taneous: for instance, the antithetical Satzparallelismus vvv e0avC; KCai vuv nyevou seems to 
refer to two distinct events of death and birth, and yet the repetition of vuv implies that they are 
simultaneous - as in the lamenting Satzparallelismus at Aesch. Cho. 1014 viv axoTov aivo, viv 
antodjxocr &iapcov. This simultaneity of death and life is implied also in (13) Ptio; Oavato; PioS, 
which may also, however, as we hae seen, imply transition from life through death to life. 

Ambiguity between sequentiality and simultaneity in antithetical Satzparallelismus occurs 
also in our passages of Aeschylean lament. In (3) the emergence of 6 PkaXcrWv (the dead 
Agamemnon) may follow or coincide with his being bewailed. In (2) the reciprocal death blows 
may have been simultaneous or (barely) sequential. (1) is sequential, but the symmetricality of 
the Satzparallelismus implies that the expedition was doomed from the start. There is a similar 
effect in (4) and (5). 

Let us look more closely at this effect in (5). Offence and counter-offence are sequential, but 
the antithetical Satzparallelismus - reduced to its most economical form ((ppEit (ppovr', eKTivEI 
6' 6 KaLvcov ... Xa0Oeiv v TOpcavtra) - expresses the symmetry and inevitability of the sequence, 
and thereby the unity of offence and counter-offence. Though opposites, they are 'hard (6So- 
iaXa) to separate' (Kpivat) - i.e. hard to judge. And 6ia,uaxa may in this context imply that 

they are locked together like two fighters.41 The result is, the chorus conclude, that the clan is 
stuck fast to destruction (1565-6). If each offence makes inevitable a counter-offence indistin- 
guishable from itself, then there is no end to the chain of revenge. The indistinguishability of 
violent opposites makes resolution of conflict impossible. Seen as embodying the unity of oppo- 
sites, the vendetta can have no end. 

Antithetical Satzparallelismus may be reduced to the juxtaposition of two antithetical words, 
both in the lament ((ppet (pqpovt') and in mystery cult: the oxymoronic 3io; Oavaro; PIlo; (13) 
and OvrToil aOavarot (16) express the unity of opposites implied by the mystic chant vbv EOave; 
Kai viv Ey?vou. And just as there is no end to the chain of offence and counter-offence, so too, 
in mystery cult, the passage of the soul seen as embodying the unity of opposites may seem end- 
less, a 'miserable cycle' (11). Passage (16), taken together with other fragments of Herakleitos, 
implies a cycle of reincarnation:42 the immortal soul enters a mortal body, leaves it at the death 
of that body, enters another body, and so on. But ( 11) indicates that in mystic ritual escape from 
the cycle is possible.43 

What I am suggesting is that in the earliest extant tragedy the synthesis of mystery cult and 
lamentation involves the synthesis of their similar modes of verbal expression. The idea of the 
unity of opposites is in mystery cult expressed in antithetical Satzparallelismus, as it is also in 
Aeschylus, where it converges with the antithetical Satzparallelismus of the lamentation that 
drives on the reciprocal violence. And we shall suggest in ?5 that the importance of escape from 
the cycle of reincarnation (in mystery cult) contributes to the Aeschylean representation of the 
importance of escape from the cycle of reciprocal violence. 

4. DIFFERENTIATION OF UNITED OPPOSITES IN THE ORESTEIA 

In the lament from which (4) and (5) are taken it is said that lamentation by Klytaimestra for her 
husband would be aoaplv yiapiv (Ag. 1545). Whereas (p?p?e t ppovr' implies the unity of what 
are in fact sequential reciprocal acts, acaptv xaptv is more completely oxymoronic, for it 
embodies an act of (positive) reciprocity (xapiv) that is simultaneously its own exact antithesis 
(aXapiv). Because Klytaimestra is a friend who is an enemy, her Xapt; is a`Xap;. 

41 For gaX- of athletic fighting, see LSJs. laaXoial III. 43 Seaford (1986); Zuntz (1971) 320-2; Aristoxenos 
42 Seaford (1986). ap. Diog. Laert. 8.14; Orphicorum Fragmenta frr. 229 

and 230. 
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The unity of opposites expressed by axaplv xaptv is fundamental to the plot. In the next play 
Klytaimestra, 'intending xaptv aXaptrov' (Cho. 44), sends the chorus and Elektra to pour liba- 
tions and pray at Agamemnon's tomb. The self-contradictory mission puts Elektra in a 
quandary: should her prayer accompanying the offerings be for positive reciprocity (89 rcapa 
pir;S (pikxot) or negative reciprocity (94-5 'Va' avTi8oivat ... O66av yE Tlv KOaKC)V Ena av)? 

Persuaded to pray for the latter, i.e. revenge (144 oS; KTaVoVra av s vtlKaOavev), she sep- 
arates out, in cumbersome antithetical Satzparallelismus, the opposites unified in the 6ap;S 
axaptTO;, the prayer for blessings from the dead (for us) and the prayer for harm from the dead 

(for them): 

(25) TavxT' ?v !a(.tO TiOtl rit iSt Kai;s (Schiitz: cKaici M) ap&;, 
KEivotiq XEyoxoa TrlVSe T'cV Kar' v apav. (Cho. 145-6) 

These things I put in the middle of the good prayer, 
against them speaking this evil prayer. 

She then urges the chorus to sing a 'paian of the dead' (151 irai&va Tro Oavo6vro;) - an oxy- 
moron in that the paian is often a song of triumph and certainly so in this context. Accordingly 
they sing a lament together with a celebration of the strength of the future avenger.44 Once again, 
the sequence of violence and counter-violence that structures the trilogy is embodied in an oxy- 
moron - here expressing a unity of opposites, paian and lament, in the same ritual song.45 But 
the unity of opposites provides no release, no resolution. And so the wish is expressed for the 
differentiation of the opposites into a sequence: 'Instead of laments at the tomb may the paian 
... '(342-3).46 

My hypothesis is that the need to differentiate united opposites is a dominant idea in the 
Oresteia.47 Deriving from ritual, it is manifest in verbal style, in the shaping of events, and 

intermediately in various statements, some of which have seemed cumbersome or puzzling, for 

example (25). What remains of this section explores this theme with further examples. It will 
illuminate not only passages whose meaning is disputed but also passages in which what is hard 
to see is Aeschylus' motive in writing them. 

The omen of the eagles devouring the pregnant hare at Aulis, in the parodos of the 

Agamemnon, is described by Kalchas as a unity of opposites: 68eta gpv K aTa0Liop(pa 5. ... (145), 
'favourable but inauspicious'. It is favourable because it means the sack of Troy, inauspicious 
because Artemis, resentful at the eagles 

(26) acUxrToKov inp6 XoXOuo oyEpav nziaKa 0VuoovoIoa (Ag. 137) 

sacrificing the poor trembling hare with offspring before birth, 

will demand ODuiav -rzpav, generally translated 'another sacrifice' but meaning in fact 'the 
other sacrifice': and indeed the sacrifice of Iphigeneia both reciprocates the 'sacrifice' of the hare 
and is, as I have shown elsewhere, in various respects its polar opposite.48 This being so, it is 

44At 154: KC?6VoV KAKOV expresses (however we read 48 The 'meal of the eagles', their 'sacrifice' of the 
this problematic passage) the same unity of opposites. hare, is like a hunt ('... hounds ... ') by one species of 

45 As also at Eur. Tro. 126. another (extreme distance), whereas the 'no meal' sacri- 
46 This occurs in reverse at Thuc. 7.75.7. fice of Iphigeneia is not only same species but same fam- 
47 Compare the connection made by Girard (1977), in ily (extreme closeness) - with normal sacrifice (same 

Sophocles and Euripides, between violence and the household, different species) in between. See further 
effacement of differences between the antagonists. Seaford (1989) 90-1. 
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significant that, as Stanford notes,49 every word of (26) could refer also to the sacrifice of 
Iphigeneia: 'sacrificing a trembling, cowering woman, his own child, on behalf of the army'. 
This description, by uniting the opposites, corresponds to Kalchas' &6Eta lEv KaCTaUoL0(pa 8e. 

Faced with this symmetry of reciprocal opposite 'sacrifices', the latter to be reciprocated (151- 
5) by yet another 'sacrifice' (of Agamemnon, 1118, 1433, etc.), the chorus can conclude - in the 
hope to escape from the unity of opposites, to create positive sequentiality - only by repeating 
the starkly antithetical ritual Satzparallelismus 

(27) axkivov acitvov eFii, TO 6' E? vIKdto (121, 138, 159) 

sing the linos-cry (lament), but may the good prevail, 

followed immediately by the famous hymn to Zeus, which begins thus: 

(28) Ze?S; 0oti; tOT' ?oTtv, ?i TO6' Xa- 

zT&)t (pitov KC?K1r?C,VOIt, 
TO6TO vtv xpooevv1Erto- 
01K EX(o Xtpoo?EiKcta 

7lcav' ?atlTaL0gC4?Vo; 
ni1v AIto, e? TZb irav anob ppwovti68o aXoqo 
Xpl 3aX eiv Trt1Cl)to;. (160-6) 

Zeus, whoever he is, if to be called by this name is pleasing to him, thus do I address him. I am 
unable to liken him to anything, putting everything on the scales,50 except Zeus, if from my mind 
the vain burden must be cast genuinely. 

The traditional doubt about the nature of deity is developed into a statement of his incompara- 
bility. Nothing may be likened to Zeus, except Zeus. From ipoaelKac6al (liken) we move rap- 
idly to the similar notion of equivalence: nothing is like Zeus, and nothing (not even all things 
together) is equivalent to Zeus - in the way that equivalence is established by weighing on a bal- 
ance.51 Even were all things to be put on (irct-) the scale, they would not be enough to remove 
the weight (aX0o;) from the mind. Only Zeus can do that, as the god who, as in Homer, inclines 
the fate-deciding scales.52 Equilibrium in Aeschylus is not a dead metaphor,53 but an image of 
the unity of opposites no less perfect than the bow and lyre used as illustrations by Herakleitos 
in passage (18). The key to understanding the 'abrupt' (Page) transition to the hymn to Zeus is 
that only Zeus, who has established the principle of learning through suffering (177 ar0eOt 

La4Oos), can resolve the dreadful unity of opposites implicit in the omen interpreted by Kalchas.54 
The principle is restated at the end of the song: 'the skills of Kalchas are not without fulfilment 

49 Stanford (1939) 143-4, whose translation I give. 
50 Ora0ogC,6 may mean 'scales', and rTaj0gaco means 

'measure' or 'weigh' (e.g. Ar. Frogs 797). CtoxzaC0paox 
occurs only here. 

51 The move is facilitated by (in a dynamic common 
in Aeschylus) the notion of equivalence being contained 
already in TipoaiticKact. It is not coincidental that in the 
third century BC ?iKieItv is found meaning 'to estimate 
a quantity' (LSJ s.v. III). At Aesch. Cho. 518-19, Oavovxt 
... 5eita(a XaplS ... OuK eXOCt' av ecKaGal T0d E / Ta 
6opa- g?io 6' EZT TZfi; CapTpcia means not what it is 
usually taken to mean (e.g. 'I do not know to what to liken 
these her gifts', Lloyd-Jones) but 'I am not able to liken 
these gifts (as equivalent) to the offence against the dead 

man', which is then clarified in the words that follow. 
52 It is surprising that the commentators do not 

adduce Hom. II. 8.69-72 and 22.209-19, where the fall of 
one side of the divine scales is caused by the (respective 
weights of the) two fates put on the scales by Zeus, and 
19.223-4, where is it is caused by Zeus himself 
(Kkivrtlol). Cf Hom. 11. 16.658: A6tb ip&a xaaavra; 
14.99; Aesch. Pers. 346, a god loads the scales (of battle) 
ODK iooppolro TzOXqt. 

53 Cf e.g. Ag. 437-43. 
54 Similarly at 182 the XapiS; iacto; of the gods (mss. 

ptuxixo makes no sense) is an oxymoron that implies the 
unity of violent reciprocity with the positive reciprocity 
that, as a divine gift, emerges from it. 
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(i.e. the cycle of violence will continue), but Justice for the sufferers inclines the scales to learn- 
ing' (250-1 AiKca 86 Toiq; C ov Rao iv aOeitv ?intpp?tst55). 

The sack of Troy, prefigured by the omen, is occurring as the dramatic action begins. 
Klytaimestra's lengthy description of this event derives entirely from her opening insistence on 

separating the two kinds of cry now heard in Troy. 

(29) oitgPa ilv Po a iEiKtxo v eV 6Xet npip?etv 
6o05; ' aX?tqpa tx' E7XEaX TaDit 1CKr?t 

8tXoocaTxovx' av o6 (piXto; xpoo?vvtot01; 
Kcal tcov &Xvtovw cai IcpaxnClavTo0v 8ixa 
(p9oryya a' KO coIv EMtv ... (Ag. 321-5) 

I think an unmixed cry is clearly heard in the city: 
vinegar and oil, having poured them into the same container, 
you would call set apart in no friendly manner; 
and the voices of the captured and conquerors 
one may hear separately ... 

She continues with a lengthy account of the sufferings of the Trojans, the release from suffering of 
the Greeks, and the hope thaty the Greeks may not themselves come to grief (by offending the gods, 
or because of the sufferings of the dead), and concludes with the wish 'may the good prevail, to be 
seen not in equilibrium (86topp67to(;)' Similarly, the herald arrived from Troy will optimistical- 
ly say of the Trojan war 'the gain prevails, suffering does not outweigh (avctpp?7etl) it' (574). 

Why does Klytaimestra insist on the cry (so') being 'unmixed', dwell on the simile of the 

liquids being unmixed (unlike the mixed milk and blood of passage 23b),56 and emphasize the 

separate sufferings of the Greeks and the Trojans? Because of the tragic focus on the unity of 
the opposites, of intensified utterance seeming to express both joy and grief, which gives rise to 

oxymora such as, for instance, our earlier 'paian of the dead', or Elektra's sobbing compared to 

laughter (448), or the play on the ambiguity of o between joy and grief at Soph. OT420,57 or the 

wedding song that has to be relearnt as a lament later in the Agamemnon (705-12) and which is said, 
in another evocation of the scales, to fall to (jeinppienE) the kinsmen of the bridegroom to sing.58 

Like the chorus in (27), Klytaimestra's concluding wish 'that the good may prevail not in 

equilibrium (349 ... pi &ioppigP o); ?Xetv)' uses the power of speech to resolve the 'equilibri- 
um' of the unity of opposites. This suggests that, three lines earlier, the corrupt ypfiyopov qual- 
ifying the 'suffering of the killed' should be eieyopov,59 'fair-spoken'. Similarly, the herald 
insists that a 'fair spoken' (eiu(plRov, i.e. auspicious) day should not be polluted with the telling 
of bad news - he means the storm suffered by the Greek fleet on its return: 

(30) e_(pqr|ltov ?ap ov) TcpeiEt K1aKayySXO) 

yX)xo,nii itaivsiv - copi; i1 T^i i Oeciv. (636-7) 

It is not seemly to pollute an auspicious day 
with the voice of bad news. Separate is the honour (for the gods below) 
from the (Olympian) gods. 

55 Cf. Hornm. . 14.99: ... aiXor; o6i epo5 ; Eiitppexnii, librium inherent in the normal wedding (between sorrow 
and p?7xeiv at II. 8.69-72 and 22.208-19; Ar. Frogs 1393. and joy, bride's kin and bridegroom's kin) irreversibly 

56 Cf. Eur. Ion 1016-17. into lamentation by bridegoom's kin: see further Seaford 
57 Seaford (1987) 119. Cf. e.g. Soph. Aj. 976; Eur. El. (1987) 123-7. 

756, HF 751, 895. 59 Headlam's brilliant conjecture. Page ignores the 
58 The point of the scales image may be that the decisive objections (Headlam, Fraenkel, Thomson) to 

anomalous absence of the bride's kin resolves the equi- iypi7yop6; (Porson). 
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The allusive brevity of XopiS i1 tcigi Oecv implies the familiarity of the principle, unfamiliar to 
us, that gods above and gods below must be kept apart. 

The herald continues by describing at length an example of what would be bad news, name- 
ly the sack of a city. In the case of such suffering, he adds, it is appropriate (irpr&et again) to 
utter 7catavac xvS' 'Eptvicov, 'this paian of the Erinyes (Furies)'. This description is meant as 
hypothetical. But in fact a city (Troy) has been sacked, and so 'this paian of the Erinyes', refer- 
ring to the hypothetical description, is a reality (hence the unusual role of the deictic T6ov8). We 
are reminded that a Greek paian means its opposite (lament) for the Trojans: whereas a paian, 
expressing triumph, belongs to the gods above (notably Apollo), the Erinyes are of the world 
below, and agents of revenge.60 This confirms, by the way, the interpretation I have given of (30) 
- following Thomson and Fraenkel - against Page's 'separate (i.e. from pollution) is the honour 
due to the gods'. The herald's attempt to keep the opposites separate is thwarted by his own 
choice of a detailed description of the sufferings of a sacked city as an example of what would 
be bad news. The oddity of this is the price paid for the manifestation of the power of the unity 
of opposites (of good news with bad, of victory with defeat, of the gods above with the gods 
below) over his intention to keep them separate. There is the same manifestation in his very next 
words, beginning the account of the storm that ravaged the Greek fleet (648-51): 

(31) ir5) KSeva T'ro0 KacKOCTic l o ToGLEitc, XEycov 

xetiCov' 'Axaoi; O)cK a&livtrov OECov; 
5vvctoMoaav ydp, OVT?;e ?iUtoTot TO Rpiv, 
nJp Kai Cd ooaaaa ... (648-51) 

How shall I mix good with bad, telling 
of a storm for the Achaians that was not without the anger of the gods? 
For fire and sea, being previously most hostile to each other, swore alliance ... 

Despite the intentions of the herald, the opposites combine, even at the level of cosmology: sea 
combines with fire. 

Agamemnon arrives. Rejecting Klytaimestra's invitation to walk on the textiles, he tells her 
not to spread cloths on his path, for it is gods who should be honoured thus, and for a mortal to 
walk on embroidered finery (923 ev n;OIKiXot; ... KadXeoXtv) is not without fear. He tells her to 
honour him as a man, not a god, and continues, 

(32) X(op1i 7o86o0Vfo(Tpowv Te KCai TCOV noIKiXov 

Kcrl86v &uotI. (926-7) 

Separately proclaims the utterance61 of 'footmats' and 'embroideries'. 

Agamemnon is here emphasizing the distinction he has just made: footmats (for men) are dis- 
tinct from embroideries (for gods). However, Page translates rather 'Fame shouts aloud, with- 
out footwipers and embroideries' (i.e. my fame speaks for itself), ignoring Fraenkel's decisive 
objections to this translation: in particular 7io86W\irXTpa are contemptible and so cannot be equiv- 
alent in this context to totLKioa, which have just been said to be appropriate for a god not a man. 
Page objects that KXcr6bv, ad&ei and the strong coupling with T? Kcai are all inappropriate to the 
translation he rejects, failing to see that the strong coupling expresses a unity of opposites 
(between footmats for men and embroideries for gods, both mats) that the emphatically placed 
xopi; and the strangely emphatic K16Xc1v a,uTel are needed to separate. Once again, an unex- 
pected, seemingly cumbersome expression makes sense as emphatic differentiation of opposites. 

60 Cf. Ag. 1075, 1078-9. For the juxtaposition of the 61 Or name, as at Eum. 418. 
paian with its chthonic opposite in tragedy, see 
Rutherford (1994-95). 
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e? ... Kaix has a similar function earlier in the same scene: 

(33) yvoant t6 Xpo6vot tao i eCu06gt?vo0 
T6v Te 6iKaio;: Kai TObv &Kaxtipo ... (807-8) 

You will know in time by investigating 
the one who justly and the one who unseasonably ... 

- opposites which Agamenon disastrously fails to separate, just as in the event he fails to sepa- 
rate 7o66NnlGoTpa and otKtXCa, thereby also fatally uniting the opposites of man with god (922- 
3), male with female (918), and Greek with barbarian (919). 

Just as Agamemnon is killed by a (piXos, Kassandra remembers how she was mocked (her 
prophecies disbelieved) by her own relatives: 

(34) (pi>Xov )vn' 0Xp&v oD &itoppoxno;, LXTrlv. (1272) 

by hostile friends not in equilibrium, in vain. 

Page comments 'nothing whatever can be made of the words o i &Xopp6To; j(o rmrv'. Fraenkel 
takes them together as meaning 'not equivocally in vain', i.e. 'and their delusion clear beyond 
doubt', on the grounds that o i &Xopp67no; goes harshly with nzn' ExOpOiv and 'does not add to 
the powerful phrase (pi{cov int' eZ0p&v anything essential'. But it does. Once again, what seems 
cumbersome and pointless acquires point as resolving the unity of opposites (expressed as equi- 
librium) - here of (piXoS with ?%0p6;.62 It is the hostility that prevailed.63 

Like the bow and lyre of Herakleitos, scales in equilibrium embody the unity of opposites, 
but are also - unlike bow and lyre - an instrument of divine Justice. It is this that implies hope. 
AIKa 6X? T-roi; g?V ncaoi5av [Oa9?iv ?7ntpp?ciet (Ag. 250-1; cf. Cho. 61): escape from the unity of 

opposites means Justice, or Zeus (passage 28), inclining the scales. The divine scales are fleet- 

ingly evoked along with the idea of the gods as jurors voting 'not with equilibrium (ou 
itXoppoio;)' for the destruction of Troy (Ag. 815-16). In the trial of Orestes in Eumenides the 

votes of the human jurors are equal64 - a potentially disastrous unity of opposites resolved by the 

casting vote of Athena. Only one obstacle then remains to permanent escape from violence and 

suffering. The Erinyes, equally capable of causing devastation or blessings, remain angry. 
Athena addresses them thus: 

(35) OcK XaV 8tKaio(X ;6 tf' ?7ntpp?noti; 7r6?lt 
giavtv itv' ... (888-9) 

Not justly would you bring down (as in a balance) on the polis 
any anger ... 

Here again ?ntppi?itv is not a dead metaphor: rather than meaning merely 'inflict', it expresses 
resolution of a unity of opposites, of a situation in the balance, of which the Erinyes may incline 
either side. 

62 Cf Eur. Phoen. 1446: (piXko y?ap C%Op6o; 'YveC', 63 gLdXrv then refers (if not corrupt) to the disastrous 
akX' A, oq; (pioq;. outcome of their mocking. 

64 Seaford (1995). 
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5. PERMANENT RESOLUTION 

It was the unity of opposites - the indistinguishability of offence and counter-offence - that 
seemed to make resolution of the conflict impossible. Just as the killing of Agamemnon is 
assimilated - in (4) and (5) - to the killing of Iphigeneia, so the killing of Klytaimestra is assim- 
ilated to the killing of Agamemnon: offence and counter-offence form a unity of opposites. The 
assimilation is expressed in antithetical Satzparallelismus, for instance 

(36) (a) davti ?v ?X0pa& yXaborq XOpa& 
yXc6wa TEXeioOoG ... 

&vxi 8e 7CTYS (poviaS (poviav 
n,Xrlyv TIV&ro. 8padoavi Tia0eiv ... (Cho. 309-13) 

In return for words of hate 
let words of hate be paid ... 
In return for bloody blow 
let bloody blow be paid. The doer must suffer ... 

(b) "Apriq "Apet t5gpaXrit, iKaicc Aiia. (Cho. 461) 

Ares clashes with Ares, Justice with Justice. 

This results in 'suffering that is hard to put a stop to' (470). Apollo tells Orestes to go after his 
father's murderers 'in the same way (rpo6tov Tov azoYv), meaning to kill them in return' (274). 
The display of a male and a female corpse will mirror the same display at the end of 
Agamemnon,65 and evokes the same ironical reference to their lying together in love (Ag. 1446, 
Cho. 906). And the identity of agency is expressed by the formal symmetry of stichomythia:66 

(37) Klyt. il Moipa XroxTov, c) TEKVOV, napaotta. 
Or. Kai TO6v&6 oivuv Moip' nc6provev Rlpov. (910-11) 

Klyt. Fate is partly responsible, o child, for these things. 
Or. And so it is Fate that brings this death too. 

Similarly the same agents (the Erinyes) both impel Orestes to kill his mother and punish him for 

killing her: 

(38) Klyt. opa, (paXat t n'rpoS;q EyKlcou; K1cvaq. 
Or: xa&q ot) naxp;pbs 86 n&C; (p9yo xapei; Ta6e; (924-5) 

Klyt. Look, beware the angry dogs of your mother. 
Or How am I to escape those of my father if I fail to do this? 

This threat of attack on Orestes by the Erinyes of his father had been proclaimed by Apollo (Cho. 
283-4). To be sure, the Erinyes of the father may be thought to be in a sense distinct from those 
of the mother. But Orestes envisages his matricide as a third drink of unmixed blood for the Erinys 
(singular, Cho. 577-8): i.e. the same Erinys is actively involved in the whole chain of revenge.67 

65Taplin (1978) 125-6. 67 See also Ag. 155, 1119, 1190 1433, 1501, 1569, 
66 Cf. the weighing of single tragic lines against each 1580; Cho. 402, 651. 

other at Ar. Frogs 1378-1413. 
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Offence and counter-offence, dramatized in the first and second plays of the trilogy respec- 
tively, are assimilated to each other, and have failed to bring resolution (Cho. 1073-6). 
Accordingly, the third play brings resolution by distinguishing between them. The judicial deci- 
sion is a 'separation' (6tatipiv: Eum. 472, 488, 630, 749), that must occur ?Tt{Cugo; (488) - the 
adverb used of the definitive resolution in the hymn to Zeus (passage 28). Killing Agamemnon 
and killing Klytaimestra are 'not the same thing' (625). 

A crucial precondition for this separation is that the superhuman involvement, which we have 
seen in the first two plays intensifying the unity of the opposed acts of violence, should be dif- 
ferentiated (as it is, vainly, in passage 30). Hence early in the Eumenides the repeated emphasis 
that the Erinyes, who in the Choephoroi were aligned with Apollo (283-4), are separate from - 
and detested by - the Olympian gods (69-73, 185-91, 197, 350-2, 365-6, 385-6). The physical 
presence of Apollo and the Erinyes underpins the differentiation of opposed principles that 
allows the judicial differentiation of the acts of violence. But differentiation is only the neces- 

sary first step. Permanent escape from the cycle of violence, like permanent escape from the 

cycle of life and death, requires reconciliation of the opposites in a new order. 
How is this reconciliation to be achieved? First we should glance at Anaximander and Hera- 

kleitos, each of whom imagines a cosmology pervaded by opposites.68 Anaximander imagines 
that the opposites 'give penalty and retribution to each other for their injustice according to the 
assessment of time', a process that also seems to be reabsorption and reuniting of the opposites 
into the 'unlimited' (aicirpov), from which they had been separated out.69 For Herakleitos the 
tension between opposites, and the transformation of opposites into each other, is controlled by the 

logos. I argue elsewhere70 that the cosmology constituted by the unity and interaction of opposites 
controlled by a third rd party - imagined in their different ways by Anaximander and Herakleitos - 
is in part a projection of intepersonal opposition that is controlled ultimately by the polis. 

We have seen that central to the Oresteia, too, is the unity and interaction of opposites, which 
- though dominated by interpersonal oppositions - seems all-pervasive, even acquiring a cos- 

mological dimension, and is eventually controlled, with the help of the gods, by the polis. And 
so the Oresteia dramatizes the kind of social process that is, in Presocratic philosophy and even 
in the Oresteia itself, projected onto the cosmos. What distinguishes the civic optimism of the 
Oresteia is that the polis does not merely control an unending cycle of oppositions but permits 
an escape from the cycle into permanent well-being.71 

We have noted the influence of mystery cult on Herakleitos, and in particular on his idea of 
the passage of the soul through the transformation of opposites into each other. Whether, like 

mystic doctrine, he also believed that the soul could escape from this cycle of cosmological 
transformation into permanent well-being is unknown (it is not indicated in the extant frag- 
ments). But the mystic doctrine is certainly analogous to the escape dramatized in the Oresteia, 
even if it did not influence it. 

But perhaps it did influence it. The overall conception of events in the Prometheia (whether 
or not that trilogy was by Aeschylus) was influenced by the mystic idea of the passage of the soul 

through the cosmological cycle to eventual liberation.72 Moreover, several passages of the 
Oresteia have been identified as evoking the mystic ritual at Eleusis.73 To these I would add that 
the beacon in the darkness welcomed by the watchman as signifying 'release from sufferings' 
(Ag. 20-1) would have evoked the light in the darkness that signified salvation after sufferings in 
the Eleusinian ritual.74 But firelight can be delusive (492) or even destructive (389). What the 

68 Comparison of Aeschylus with the Presocratics has 72 Seaford (1986). 
been surprisingly thin: most detailed is Rosler (1970). 73 Thomson (1966) index s. Eleusinian Mysteries; 

69 B1 DK; Vlastos (1970) 77-80. Seaford (1994a) 373-4. 
70 Seaford (2004). 74 Seaford (1996) 202; Thomson (1966) on Ag. 1. 
71 This is not of course to say that punishment will 

become unnecessary: see e.g. passage (5) and Eum. 954-5. 
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watchman sees is generally translated 'light in the darkness' but actually means 'dark light' (21 
opcpvaiou rup6;).75 It is only at the end of the trilogy that this unity of opposites is resolved by 
the direct association of the torchlight escorting the Erinyes with the permanence of their benev- 
olence to Attika (Eum. 1029-31). The Eleusinian mysteries are a festival of the Athenian polis, 
and combine salvation for the individual initiand with the celebration of the gift of corn for all 
humankind. The liberation of Prometheus in the Prometheia, modelled on the mystic passage of 
the individual soul, brings permanent blessings for all humankind.76 Similarly the liberation of 
Orestes brings to the Athenian polis blessings (the cult of the Erinyes, the law court, the alliance 
with Argos) whose permanence is repeatedly emphasized.77 

This permanent resolution depends on reconciliation of the opposites that are early in the 
Eumenides so emphatically differentiated, the chthonian Erinyes and the Olympian gods. In the 
aetiological narrative of the Eleusinian mysteries, the Homeric Hymn to Demeter, Persephone is 
rescued from Hades by Zeus, but will have to spend a third of each year with Hades, an arrange- 
ment ratified by Zeus (445-8); and Demeter, though she fails to immortalize Demophoon, 
bestows on mortals happiness after death through initiation. Both outcomes incorporate the 
claims of death into the permanent victory over it. Death and life, the lower and the upper world, 
are reconciled so as to produce not a symmetrical unity of opposites but the predominance of the 
more desirable opposite. And this is also the incorporation of Persephone and Demeter into the 
male predominance of Hades and Zeus (414, 485). Similarly in Eumenides the claims of the 
chthonian female Erinyes are incorporated into the permanent well-being of the male-dominat- 
ed polis. But what form does this incorporation of the Erinyes take? 

The chorus of the Agamemnon, in their anxiety as the king enters the house, sing: 

(39) L.AdXca yap Tot zta; iokX&; 
ytE1ax; aKOPE?aTov 

Teppa v6oo; yap 

ysiTwv bogo IOXo; pei8ei. (1001-4) 

Much health has an insatiable boundary. For disease, sharing a party wall, presses upon it. 

The text is incurably corrupt,78 but sense emerges. There are parallels, cited by the commenta- 
tors, for the idea that it is damaging to pursue health too far. An excessive cargo - continue the 
chorus - causes the ship to founder on a reef; excessive wealth and famine are remediable, but 
(aptly for the context) blood once fatally shed cannot be restored. This introduces the idea that 
what produces unity of the opposites (by destroying the party wall between them) is excess.79 
Their differentiation is maintained by moderation. The desired state is situated between 
extremes. This applies to the basic goods of health and wealth as well as - we inevitably feel - 
to the impending act of revenge. Accordingly the same word &aKOpECtO;, 'insatiable', is used 
here of health, of the wealth that ends in disaster (1331), of the disaster that may spring from 
good fortune (756), and of the reciprocal violence (I 1 17, 1484): things pass, through excess, into 
their opposite. The Erinyes will spell out the implication of this view: 

75 Cf. Cho. 319: (KOcxwt (pdoS av?i1oltpov; Soph. Aj. 79 An idea beautifully expressed in 1013, nqLovaS 
394: K06ro;T, 6O'v (pdoS;; OC 1549: (*pxS aCpeyyWe;. yucgov &yav, which should not be changed to 

76 Seaford (1986). iroiLagov&; ... : Page's objection - 'what the ship is too 
77 Eum. 291, 484, 572, 670-2, 683, 708, 763, 853, full of ... is not "woe" but "wealth", "surfeit of goods"' 

891, 965, 975, 977, 992, 1031. - fails to recognize the unity of opposites. 
78 On metrical grounds. In particular, traS inoXka 

may be an intrusive gloss: West (1990) 207-9. 
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(40) TlT' avapKOov lPov 
Ltilze? 8a7nooiC te?Vov 
aivEorlyt' iavTti aIot XI Kp6aro;q Oeb 
onaos?v, XaX' aXtai 8' ?cpop?i1et. (Eum. 526-30) 

approve neither an ungoverned life 
nor a tyrannized one; 
god gave power to every mean/ middle, 
though he oversees different things in different ways. 

This principle has a psychological dimension: it is, continue the Erinyes, from 'health of minds 
that much-prayed-for well-being comes'. Their early enunciation of the principle (before the 
trial of Orestes) and its reiteration by Athena (696-7) prefigure the eventual reconciliation, in 
which they pray for the permanent exclusion of 'insatiable' (976 a`X7crnoTO;) civil conflict, and 

praise the Athenians (1000) for having achieved co(ppooavil (moderation, self-control). 
The principle in passage (40) is universal ('every mean', with tcavTi in emphatic position).80 

And so it is comparable to another strand of contemporary philosophy, namely Pythagoreanism. 
The earliest Pythagorean whose words survive is Philolaos (c. 470-390 BC). Among the very 
few authentic extant fragments we have: 

(41) (a) Nature in the world-order was fitted together (or 'harmonized', xapgoXOrl) 
from unlimiteds and limiters (; &aetipov Kao ?cepalvovTov), both the whole 
world-order and the things in it. (44 B 1 DK) 

(b) ... since these beginnings (the unlimiteds and limiters) pre-existed and were 
neither alike each other nor even related, they could not have been ordered (Kooag00ivat) 
if &pLiovia (fitting-together, harmony) had not come upon them (e7ney'vero) ... (B6) 

This is followed immediately by a discussion of musical &apovia.81 In Plato's Symposium the 

Pythagoreanizing doctor Eryximachos speaks of concord brought to hostile opposites as a prin- 
ciple in both medicine82 and music. Some Pythagoreans maintain, according to Aristotle (Met. 
986a), that the fundamental constituents of the world are ten pairs of opposites (including good- 
bad). This idea seems to go back to the fifth century.83 Other passages of Aristotle indicate that 
the first pair in the list - limit-unlimit - is (as it is for Philolaos) fundamental,84 and that the list 
is (as suggested by the presence of the pair good-bad) evaluative: there is a 'column of the 

goods', and 'the bad belongs to the unlimited, the good to the limited'.85 
We have then two models for the relation of opposites to each other. One is found in the 

Ionians Anaximander and Herakleitos. In this model the opposites may be thought to form a 

unity, in any of various ways: they constantly encroach on, or are transformed into, only each 

other; or they form a single continuum; or they depend on each other; or they are two aspects of 
the same entity or process. Neither opposite is superior to - or can ultimately prevail over - the 

80 Even though the illustration they go on to give is, Plato satirizes the confusion between Herakleitos and 
once again, of the excessively loaded ship foundering on Pythagoreanism that persists even today (see n.86 
the reef (of Justice). below). Herakleitean 'harmony', in contrast to 

81 B6A: for the authenticity and continuity of this Pythagorean, involves tension or strife between the oppo- 
fragment, see Huffman (1993) 147-60. Philolaos seems sites: Guthrie (1962) 435-7. 
to have known of the harmonic mean, even if he did not 83 Aristotle says that he does not know whether it 
call it 'harmonic': see A24 and Huffman (1993) 167-71. influenced Alkmaion of Kroton or vice versa. Alkmaion 

82 186d-7a. This resembles the idea of health pro- probably lived in the early to mid fifth century: Guthrie 

pounded by Pythagoras' fellow-Krotonian Alkmaion (24 (1962) 341-4, 357-9. 
B4 DK), who was a contemporary of Aeschylus (see next 84 Met. 990a8; EN 1106b29; Guthrie (1962) 246. 

note). With Eryximachos' puzzlement over Herakleitos, 85 EN 1096b15, 1106b29. 
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other. And so tension or strife persists. This is the model from which the Oresteia is constant- 
ly trying to escape.86 The other model, associated with Pythagoreanism, is of opposites which 
retain their separate identities but combine to form an ordered whole. In this order one opposite 
may be superior to and dominate the other: for instance Philolaos' idea of the fitting together of 
limiteds and limiters through harmonia is not an identity or mutual encroachment of limit and 
unlimited but a limitation of the unlimited;87 and Plato in his Pythagoreanizing88 ontology in the 
Philebus clearly believes that the limit should control the unlimited and 'put an end to the con- 
flict of opposites', notably in health and music (25d-26b). This is the model in which the 
Oresteia finds a solution.89 

The process envisaged in the first model - the alternating encroachment of opposites on, or 
their transformation into, only each other - is unlimited both in the sense that there is no limit to 
prevent the opposites successively annihilating each other and in the sense that the cycle has no 
end. But the second model implies - as does the Erinyes' notion of the mean (39) - a limit pre- 
venting either opposite from prevailing - a limit like the party wall between health and disease. 
The unlimits with which the Oresteia is most concerned are those of reciprocal violence and the 
accumulation of wealth. They are related in that the reciprocal violence brought control of the 
wealth of the royal household.90 XaipEt' ?v aiotiiatoin ntkOTou, uttered by the Erinyes (996), 
means in effect 'rejoice in the individual limits to wealth'.9' But they stress the power of every 
mean, and Philolaos regards the fitting together of limiters and unlimiteds as universal. 

Although there was an ancient tradition that Aeschylus was a Pythagorean (Cic. Tusc. 3.23), 
and attempts have been made to find evidence of this in his dramas, I do not assert the direct 
influence of Pythagoreanism on Aeschylus any more than I do the direct influence of 
Herakleitos. The point is that these ideas are not the recondite property of marginal researchers, 
but have - in varying forms - a widespread currency that derives at least in part from the simi- 
larity of social processes in the advanced city-states.92 The (pre-Pythagorean) political origin of 
the importance of the mean is manifest in the poetry of Solon, who is - like Aeschylus - con- 
cerned with the cohesion of the polis, and sees that from the unlimited accumulation of wealth 
comes ruthlessly destructive civic conflict (13.71-6; 4.5-6), in which he mediates between rich 
and poor (5; 36.19-20; 37.9-10). He sees - again like Aeschylus - that what is required is mod- 
eration (4c 3: ?v LETpioUi, TieOGeOE CiYOaV voov), and even universalizes and projects onto the 
cosmos the limits implicit in this attitude of moderation: 'it is very difficult to apprehend the 
mind's invisible measure (pinrpov), which alone holds the limits (niipara) of all things'.93 And 

86 And so I regard the following incidental remarks in 
books on Aeschylus as profoundly misleading: at the end 
of the Oresteia, 'violence et contre-violence debouche 
sur l'harmonie. C'est l'union des contraires. Ainsi se 
manifeste une conception dialectique de l'univers ... qui 
au debut du Ve siecle s'epanouit ... dans deux oeuvres de 
nature diff6rente, celle du dramaturge et celle du 
philosophe Heraclite' (Moreau (1985) 290). 'The basic 
ethical pattern or rhythm revealed by the action of the 
Oresteia is one of reciprocity and balance' (Gagarin 
(1976) 59). 

87 Huffman (1993) 37-53. In the two extant frag- 
ments of Philolaos' cosmogony the first thing fitted 
together (aploo06ev), at the centre of the sphere, is called 
'hearth' (B7), and the KCoogo; comes to be from the cen- 
tre outwards (B17): i.e. fitting together produces a limit- 
ed piece of the unlimited (fire): Huffman (1993) 42-3. 

88 Huffman (1993) 106. 

89 Aristotle records that according to the 
Pythagoreans supreme excellence and goodness are not 
present in the beginning, on the grounds that although for 
plants and animals their beginnings are causes, excel- 
lence and perfection are in their outcome (Met. 1072b30). 
Cf Guthrie (1962) 248-51. 

90 Ag. 1574, 1638, Cho. 301. 
91 Cf au'aotoS at Hom. Od. 21.294; 23.14. 
92 Seaford (2004). 
93 Fr. 16: yvCtoCLovnl; 6' &apave;S XaeX(tJTtOaov ?on(t 

voooai / Tspov, O 61 nX6VTOV C?eipaocoa LOVOV ?%ei. Cf. 
fr. 13.52, the ig?pTi;S o(pirl; g.?Tpov of poetry. So too 
Philolaos seems to imply that in some way knowing 
involves limiting: B3. apXav yap ob6& bO yv oaO6U1?vov 
?oCeitcTa Iravtov &dte?piv 6OVTOV. This interpretation, 
with yvooUgEvov active in sense, is cogently argued by 
Huffman (1993) 118-20, who also compares P1. Theaet. 
161c-2d. Others have taken yv(oto,6?Evov as passive (cf 
the Aristotelian belief that an unlimited object is unknow- 
able). 
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just as Solon denies victory to both sides (fr. 5.6), so in Aeschylus the Erinyes are assured that 
they have not been defeated (Eum. 795): it is the city of Athens (903, 915, 1009) and the princi- 
ple of permanent positive reciprocity94 that has won the victory. Here again, we may add, there 
is escape from the unity of opposites, for the positive reciprocity is not also negative reciproci- 
ty and the victory is not also defeat, whereas in the Choephoroi Elektra's prayer (passage 25) 
combined positive and negative reciprocity (44 xaptv adXpvtov), and Orestes' 'victory' was 

simultaneously a defeat (1017, 1023). 
In the Pythagorean table of ten oppositions preserved by Aristotle the good is associated with 

limit, male, still and light, the bad with unlimit, female, moving and darkness. The textile by 
means of which Klytaimestra kills her husband is called an 'unlimited (a|(pi|3XTXorpov95 ... a bad 
wealth of cloth' (Ag. 1382-3), and is associated with the textiles on which Agamemnon walks,96 
which were bought, Klytaimestra boasts, with the unlimited wealth of the house.97 The unend- 

ingness of the murderous (Cho. 1015) textile is emphasized again by Apollo in the trial scene 
(Eum. 634-5: Ev 6' OT?Cp|loVI / KOTTI Z cE6soao' &avpa p a8a8xioit nktkXot). Klytaimestra's 
bathing and wrapping of her still-living husband is perverted death ritual,98 and death ritual is a 

completion, a limit. Just as the Euripidean Elektra vainly calls the textile covering her murdered 
mother an 'end of the great sufferings of the house',99 so the 'unlimited' textile with which 

Klytaimestra murdered her husband and covered his corpse evokes the unendingness of the suf- 

ferings of the house (as well as of its wealth). This unendingness is associated with the spirits 
of revenge, Klytaimestra's female champions the Erinyes, as is the covering textile (Ag. 1580: 
EV 7?7Xotl 'Eptvio v). 

We have then an alignment of female with bad and with the unlimit that subverts the limit of 
ritual. This corresponds to the Pythagorean table of opposites. Given the opposition between on 
the one hand the Erinyes' permanent and universal mobility100 and on the other the domestic fix- 

ity eventually achieved by Orestes (and indeed by the Erinyes), we may add the opposition still- 

moving. And we may also add the polarity light-darkness, given the association in the 

Eumenides of the Erinyes - and of the womb - with darkness,101 together with t thethme of light 
in the darkness described above. 

Resolution of the conflict depends, we noted, on making a distinction between offence and 

counter-offence. This distinction is eventually found in the famous distinction betweenlyist the male 

as parent of the child and the female as the mere environment for the seed to grow in. This argu- 
ment, justifying Orestes in killing his mother to avenge his father, is put forward by Apollo with 

a reference to the motherless Athena (658-66), and then endorsed by Athena referring to her own 

motherlessness (735-8). Similarly, just as Philolaos envisages the creating of the world as a lim- 

iting of the unlimited, so - at the level of the microcosm - he envisages sperm as 'constructing' 

(KacraKEuaoctlKo6v) the animal that is constructed (z6 KaTaoyKeiXuaco6LEvov ciVov), with the 

womb as the 'place' in which this occurs.102 

94 Eum. 974-5: VtK&t 8' adyaOcv ipt; fie1ETpa 8ta 97 Ag. 949, 958-62; Seaford (1998) 124-31. 
ncavToS. Note how Eum. 868, eO 6p5oacv, e? nao_OZ)- 

98 Seaford (1984). 
oacv, echoes the antithetical Satzparallelismus of passage 99 El. 1232; cf. Ag. 1107-9: ... TXo(;. 
(4), 

a`4a 
6pda67aS, a'ita doaxov. Cf. 984-6, 992: 100 Memorably described by Apollo at Eum. 76-7. 

ei)(ppova(; ei)(ppove; aiit, 999: (piba; (piXot. 101 Womb: Eum. 665; Furies: Cho. 285-6, Eum. 72, 
95 

dlpiphkXTpov is from the verb a'ptp aXXo, 'put 322, 370, 378-80, 396, 416, 844, 922. 

around', which is used for dressing the corpse, and so 102 44 A27 DK; Huffman (1993) 298-9. Plato in his 

suggests a shroud. It is 'unlimited' (&ibeipov), because Pythagoreanizing cosmogony divides the cosmos into 

the funerary garment was wrapped around the hands and three kinds of thing. There is what he likens to the moth- 
feet of the corpse, and sometimes even the head, and in er: that which, itself formless, receives forms, which are 
the hands of Klytaimestra encloses, like a net, which is imitations of what (permanently) exists. There is what he 

cTiittpov in the sense that it has no limit past which the likens to the father: the source or model for what comes 

quarry can escape. But ainetpov is also associated with into being. And there is what comes into being: the off- 
the 'bad wealth of cloth', spring, which is in between father and mother (Tim. 50cd). 

96 Taplin (1978) 79-82; Seaford (1998) 130. 
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The casting vote in favour of this principle, and so for the acquittal of Orestes, is given by 
Athena, who thereby resolves the equilibrium of opposed votes. She is herself a unity of oppo- 
sites, as a female who has no mother and, having just come from the battlefield (397-404, cf. 
292-6), is probably dressed in armour (as she is in Homer and frequently in vase painting)- a 
female warrior. For her to announce that she favours the male in 'all things' (737) is female 
endorsement (and so more acceptable to the Erinyes) of a universal asymmetrical relationship 
between male and female. The unity of opposites announced in the first oxymoron of the trilogy 
(Ag. 11: yuvalctKo; &avp6pot)ov ... Kacp) is finally differentiated. 

To conclude. Tragedy, performed at a festival of the polis, develops out of a synthesis of the 
rituals of mystic initiation and (lamentation in) hero cult. This synthesis, based in part on the 
antithetical Satzparallelismus common to both kinds of ritual, bequeathes to tragedy a focus on 
the unity of opposites - notably of life and death and of friend and enemy - manifest both in ver- 
bal expression and in the shape of action. Further, the synthesis is deployed, in the Oresteia, to 
express the political problem of the perpetuation of reciprocal violence. The identity of offence 
and counter-offence, expressed in antithetical Satzparallelismus, is an especially problematic 
instance of the unity of opposites, as it precludes the differentiation of opposites that would per- 
mit an end to the cycle of violence. The need to escape from this grievous cycle has a model in 
the need of the soul to escape, through mystic ritual, from the grievous cycle of reincarnation. 
The struggle to differentiate united opposites, which is a frequent theme of Agamemnon and 
Choephoroi, succeeds in Eumenides with the opening out to polis and cosmos: the gods of the 
upper and lower world are emphatically differentiated so as to enable the incorporation of the 
latter into a new order controlled by the former and of the female into a new order controlled by 
the male-dominated polis.103 

The polsis sconstituted by the integration of potentially conflicting groups. The creation of 
the Athenian polis included - according to the version preserved in Plutarch's Life of Solon - 
both the control of reciprocal violence by the polis and the control of women (especially their 
funerary practice) by the men. Early Greek cosmologies, in imagining the universe in terms of 
society, imagined it as constituted by opposites whose interaction is controlled by an overall 
power - the 'assessment of time' (Anaximander), the logos (Herakleitos), harmonia (Philolaos). 
The Oresteia too projects onto the cosmos (as the Olympian and chthonian deities) a controlled 
interaction of opposites. At first it represents opposites - as do Anaximander and Herakleitos - 
as a unity, identical with or giving rise to each other; but finally it represents them - as does 
Pythagoreanism - as asymmetrically reconciled. But it differs from all three 'philosophical' cos- 
mologists in its comprehensiveness: it represents the relationship between the social and the 
(anthropomorphic) cosmic order, as well as transition - under the influence of mystic and civic 
optimism - from the unity of the opposites to their differentiation and reconciliation in a perma- 
nent new order. 

Finally, my argument contributes incidentally to the debate between myself and Simon 
Goldhill on the question of whether we can say, as I have, that, despite the 'manifest complexi- 
ty and ambiguity' of the Oresteia, in the end 'the questions are indeed answered and the conflicts 
resolved'.104 

There is a sense in which, at the end of the Oresteia, anxiety remains. The well-being of 
Athens will continue to depend on the awe and fear (Eum. 517-25, 698-703) needed to ensure 
respect for the Areopagus and performance of cult for the Erinyes. In this sense we can indeed 
point to the failure of resolution. But for Goldhill, failure of resolution belongs to the text itself, 
in the form of persistent ambivalence. The crucial role of Athena as warrior female who chooses 

103 Note esp. 973: &aX' cKpraT|oE Ze?D; dyopaco;, 04 Seaford (1994a), (1995); Goldhill (2000). 
1045-6: Zex; arvTOx7Ta; oi'ro Moipd T? CFycKaCrpa. 
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the male is a paradox that contributes - as does the tied human vote that requires her interven- 
tion - to the failure of the civic discourse at the end of the Eumenides to 'repress a sense of its 
own insecurities'. In the ambivalent figure of Athena the tensions in the opposition between the 
sexes are 'displaced but not fully resolved'.105 

To be sure, any spectator or reader of the drama may leave with a 'sense' that the tensions 
were 'not fully resolved'.'06 But it is in my view a mistake to see the ambivalences as (con- 
sciously or even unconsciously) devised to evoke this sense. The whole argument of this paper 
suggests rather that the unity of opposites, both in the tied vote and in the gender of Athena, is a 

precondition for - and persuasive means of - reconciling the Furies to the transition to a final 
settlement in which the opposites are definitively differentiated and reconciled. 

RICHARD SEAFORD 

University of Exeter 
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